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MORE BNB is an incredibly lucrative staking dApp. Inspired by the success of
the REX and Avarice platforms, Team MORE is launching MORE BNB, a dApp
that surpasses both of these platforms by a long way.

MORE BNB is designed to bring maximum return to its users. With the staking
of MORE tokens, users can earn BNB with ease. To do this, they exchange
BNB for MORE tokens in the lobby and receive dividends in BNB for staking
these tokens. Users can make as many stakes as they want, for as long as
they want, from a minimum of 1 day to a maximum of 300 days. The longer the
stake, the more interest you earn, while benefiting from stake bonuses along
the way. They can earn BNB not only by staking MORE tokens, but also by
recommending the project. Lucrative leader and top sponsor bonuses are
waiting for you! 

Are you ready to earn more BNB?

What is MORE BNB?
Introduction 02/21



Audits
Safety

MORE BNB has been audited and certified by several
recognized and independent security companies.
MORE BNB is safe for you to use.
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How to earn BNB with
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With MORE BNB you have four different sources of income.

How to earn MORE BNB?
This is how you can earn BNB 05/21

Staking
MORE Token

Leader
Bonus

Top Sponsor
Pool

Biggest
Buyer Bonus



How to get MORE Tokens and how to
earn BNB with them?

How to get MORE Tokens?

Auctions
in Lobby

Bonus Tokens
from Staking

(Primary) (Secondary)

There are two main ways to get MORE Tokens
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How to get MORE from auctions?
MORE Tokens from auctions

How to get MORE Tokens from daily auctions?

The main goal for every user is to get hold of as many MORE
Tokens as possible in order to earn as many BNB as possible
in the Staking. To do this, you exchange BNB for MORE tokens
in auctions. After doing so, you are able to participate in the
Staking and earn BNB with them.

End of daily lobby

6.00 pm UTC
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How many Tokens are available?
Quantity of MORE tokens

The number of MORE tokens you can get daily in the
lobby will be reduced by 1% every day. If on the first
day there are still 3,000,000 tokens, then on the 68th
day, for example, there are only around 50% left. The
number of available tokens will be reduced until only
1,000,000 tokens per day are available in the lobby to
be divided among the members.

So it pays to be there from the start.

Day 1 3,000,000 MORE

Day 2 2,970,000 MORE

...

Day 10 2,740,551 MORE

...

Day 100 1,109,188 MORE

- 1%
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How to stake your MORE and earn dividends?
Staking of MORE Tokens

You can stake your auctioned MORE tokens on our
platform. There is a minimum staking period of 1 day
and a maximum of 300 days. Within this period you
can freely choose how long you want to stake your
tokens. If you stake your MORE tokens for longer,
you will receive more MORE bonus tokens in addition
to the BNB.

With your staked MORE you generate dividends in
BNB every minute. You can claim these BNB at the
end of every staking period! 
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Bonus Tokens from Staking
Bonus Tokens

Of course, we also reward the members who are most loyal to our platform. The longer you
stake your MORE tokens, the more MORE bonus tokens you get in addition to your staked
tokens and your BNB dividends. These bonus tokens can be staked just like the tokens you
bought in the lobby and earn BNB as well.
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Calculation of dividends from staking pool
How much you get for staking your MORE

The day of the lobby determines on how many days the deposits of a lobby are divided among the users. As you
can see in the graphic on the next slide, for example, the income after day 3 is divided into 3 days, the income
after day 5 is divided into 5 days. Starting from day 25, the BNB deposits from each lobby are divided among 25
days.This way we provide more security for the project and stronger and more stable payouts.

Contract Day

Day´s Pool (BNB)

1

0

2

100

3

50

4

83.33

5

58.33

100 BNB

100 BNB

100 BNB

100 BNB

100 BNB

100 BNB

50 BNB 50 BNB

33.3 BNB 33.3 BNB

25 BNB

6

78.3

7

61.6

8

75.9

9

63.4

10

74.5
...

100 BNB

100 BNB

100 BNB

100 BNB

20 BNB

16.6 BNB

14.3 BNB

12.5 BNB

100 BNB

12.5 BNB

11.1 BNB

33.3 BNB

25 BNB 25 BNB 25 BNB

20 BNB 20 BNB 20 BNB 20 BNB

16.6 BNB 16.6 BNB 16.6 BNB

14.3 BNB 14.3 BNB

Lobby Entry

Staking Pool Dividends

From lobby 25 on, each lobby will
be divided among 25 days!
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Leader Bonus
Earn BNB by recommending

the project to others
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What opportunities are there to earn money
through our leader program?

Leader Bonus

Completion
of the Leader
Bonus Cycles

Daily Top
Sponsor Pool
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Cycle BNB you have to sponsor Bonus

Leader Bonus Cycles
Leader Bonus

You earn a Leader Team Bonus on deposits that are attributable to the team you have registered. You will receive
a bonus for completing each cycle. 8% of the daily lobby go into this leader pool. Once you have completed the 5th
cycle, you start again with ycle 1 and you can reach all cycles again. You earn a bonus for completing these cycles:

1 1 BNB 0.1 BNB

2 10 BNB 1 BNB

3 25 BNB 2.5 BNB

4 50 BNB 5 BNB

5 100 BNB 10 BNB 72%27.5 BNB
Required for
next bonus

72.5 BNB
Already
Sponsored

10 BNB
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At how many levels can you earn the Leader Bonus?
Leader Bonus

You can earn the Leader Bonus on up to 10 levels in your team. Each person
you personally enrol builds a new downline. Deposits from the different
levels will be credited to you as follows:

Level 1 counts with 100% 
Level 2 counts with 20% 
Level 3 counts with 10% 
Level 4 counts with 5% 
Level 5 counts with 2.5% 

Level 6 counts with 1.25% 
Level 7 counts with 1% 
Level 8 counts with 0,5% 
Level 9 counts with 0,25% 
Level 10 counts with 0,25% 
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Daily Top Sponsor Pool
Top Sponsor Pool

Members who have sponsored the most BNB per day via their referral link
can earn rewards through the Top Sponsor Pool in addition to the Leader
Bonus, the Staking and the Biggest Buyer Bonus.

What is the Top Sponsor Pool?

4% of the BNB from each lobby goes into the Top Sponsor Pool, of which, in
turn, 10% of the pool is distributed daily as follows. 

How is the top sponsor pool composed?

40% of BNB in Top Sponsor Pool

30% of BNB in Top Sponsor Pool

20% of BNB in Top Sponsor Pool

10% of BNB in Top Sponsor Pool
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Biggest Buyer Bonus Pool
Biggest Buyer Bonus

3% of all lobby deposits go into the Biggest Buyer Bonus
Pool. Every day, 10% of this pool is distributed to the wallet
that has deposited the most in the current lobby.

The Biggest Buyer Bonus Pool rewards the person who has
deposited the most BNB into the current lobby on a daily basis.

What is the Biggest Buyer Bonus Pool?

How does this bonus pool work?

The bonus is withdrawable directly after the lobby the
lobby ends in BNB!
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Buybacks

How we stabilize the project permanently

In order to react to lobbies with less BNB and thus secure your
dividends at every time, the admin team takes 4% of the daily
lobby and puts it into a separate pool from which buybacks are
made continuously.

Buybacks, Marketing and Programming

Marketing and Programming
3% of the daily lobby goes to the programmer team to
continuously develop the project and the platform. An additional
3% goes to the marketing team to continually recruit new
people to the project. 
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Unstaking tax
When you unstake your MORE tokens

At the end of each staking period you pay a 10% tax on your MORE
and BNB when you unstake your MORE tokens.

Unstake
(10% tax)
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Follow MORE BNB on Social Media

morebnb.io

MORE_BNB

Get the latest news and join our amazing community

morebnbchannel

MORE BNB
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www.morebnb.io

Ready to earn
MORE BNB?
Get your first MORE Tokens!

109.62 BNB

17,367 MORE

30.71 BNB

78.91 BNB

Team Bonus


